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INTRODUCTION
During the summer of 1915 I visited the First Mesa on the Hopi

Reservation for the purpose of determining the kinship terminology and
correlated clan phenomena. No attempt was made to study the Tewa.
In 1916 these researches were extended to two villages of the Second
Mesa, Mishongnovi and Shipaulovi, and some further information was
obtained on the First. I hoped to continue along similar lines in the
remaining Hopi villages and finally to prepare a general paper on the
Hopi clan system. Since circumstances prevented the prosecution of my
investigations and these are not likely to be resumed, the following data
are presented as an unpretentious set of field-notes, with such interpre-
tation as inevitably obtruded itself on the recorder. Doctor Elsie Clews
Parsons was kind enough to read a typescript of this material years ago
and to append valuable comments. If only a few of them-mostly cor-
rections of manifest errors-are incorporated here, it is partly in order to
preserve the character of the paper as essentially a set of independent
field notes, partly because the wealth of additional information since
accumulated by Doctor Parsons herself and other workers in the South-
west must inevitably render suggestions offered in 1921 somewhat super-
annuated.

Some disparity will be noted between the genealogies and the clan
lists as regards the actual blood-relationship of members listed. The
most usual reason for this lies in the classificatory sense attached to such
words as " brother " or " son " by the informants who aided in the census.
The genealogies are more accurate, since I plotted pedigrees on the basis
of the census and then submitted them to informants for criticism.

PHONETIC NOTE
While the transcription of native names and words generally follows

accepted American usage, the attempt to standarize in accordance with
present custom has not been consistently carried out and it is now im-
practicable to make requisite changes. Thus, k. and ky both represent
the palatalized k, B and v both represent bilabial v. The letter q is
used to designate a k sound that seemed to me definitely further back
than the stop usually so written, though I do not suppose it to corre-
spond in position to the Eskimo q. Where f occurs, I think it is
bilabial.
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THE CLAN SYSTEM
In each of the four villages studied I instituted a clan census for the

purpose of determining the numerical size of clans, the relationship of
clan members, and the clan intermarriages that had occurred. For the
latter purpose I invariably asked for the clan of a given adult Hopi's
spouse, whether still married or divorced, living or dead. In this way
data were obtained as to intermarrying clans. I premise these censuses,
merging those for Walpi and Sichumovi, which could not profitably be
kept separate on account of the close relations between the residents of
these neighboring First Mesa villages.

In designating a single member of the clan the Hopi suffix the term
wiiuiwa to the stem for the clan name, which suffix is changed to nyamo,
or nyamo (presumably equivalent to Shoshoni nomo, people) when the
whole membership of the clan is to be designated. Thus, Lewis spoke
of his father as an dsawuiiwa, but of the dsnyam6 collectively. This
explains the dual nomenclature that has puzzled Professor Kroeber.1

HoPi CLANS OF FIRST MESA
The Cloud-Corn people do not represent two originally distinct clans

that have become joined, but one clan with two names; the same applies
to the Charcoal-Coyote people.2 In other instances there has been a
union of two or more clans, either because of the paucity of their numbers
or for ceremonial purposes. This has apparently led, however, to a com-
plete merging of the identity of the clans at the present time. The follow-
ing list applies only to Sichumovi and Walpi, but includes clans that have
recently become extinct.

1. Snake clan, tc6'.iniyamo'
2. Sand-Lizard clan, twAfiyam6, qo'qotsiflyamo
3. Cloud-Corn clan, pAtqiAyAmo, qa&nyAm6
4. Horn-Flute clan, Alifiy&mo, lfiyamo
5. Charcoal-Coyote clan, q6qupnyAmo, fsnyAmo
6. Rabbit clan, t1pnyamo
7. Tobacco clan, ptipifiyAm6
8. Butterfly clan,3 pulliyAm6
9. Badger clan, hunanifnyamo

10. Bear clan,4 hdniifyam6'
11. Sun clan, ttwafiyamW'
12. Reed clan, paqapnom6
lThis series, vol. 18, 147, footnote.
2This is the native conception of the matter as repeatedly impressed on me on the First Mesa. At

Mishongnovi, however, Cloud and Corn clan were considered distinct.
'Butterfly and Badger people seem to have merged into one clan.
4Qidtqa, the only survivor, joined the Bear clan of Tewa.
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13. Eagle clan, qwlAfyamo
14. bush clan, tepnamo
15. Katcina clan, qatctnyamb
16. Grass clan, Asnyamo
17. Squash (Pumpkin) clan, pItafIyamn

CENSUS OF WALPI AND SICHUMOVI

Snake Clan
1. Htfii, owin son of Calakhu; wife, Cottonwood (=qatcfna) clan of Tewa
2. Harry QoyAwaiima, own son of Calakhu; wife, NAkvik'i, Rabbit
3. LomAvoiya, younger brother of 1 and 2; wife, N6'wa, Asn6mo
4. Elmo, Puvdinuhoi.u, younger brother of 3; wife, a Pima woman
5. H6nau, "son" of CAlakhu; wife, Tov6waiici, Coyote; first wife, Tewa of

qatcfna clan
6. Sanna, brother of 5; wife, Ydnia, Cloud-Corn
7. M4mi; wife, t'ma'6' Asnomo (divorced)
8. Tom, son of Htaco; wife, dead, of P6wuli's clan (Isn6m6)
9. Stephen =Y6'i, own brother of 8; single

10. Pah6na, own brother of 8 and 9; single
11. Po'oma (Clyde), HAaco's sister's son; single
12. A'locakh, N6vA'oi's younger brother; wife, dead, Charcoal-Coyote
13. Qa'woja, Hflaco's sister; husband, T6"6tci, Rabbit
14. Cowfmono ma, 13's own daughter; single
15. PAla, brother of 14, own son of 13; single
16. C(nowaimAna, own daughter of 13; single
17. Nastwisn6oma, own sister of 16; single
18. NdwAwana, own younger brother of 17; single
19. Haaco, own daughter of CAlakku; husband, Grover Uva, Cloud Clan of

Tewa
20. N6w6wisno'ma, own daughter of 19; single
21. Cllakhu, oldest woman of clan, said to belong really to Lizard clan; hus-

band, Cipela (dead in 1916)-Cloud-Corn
22. Ninitc, own younger brother of 8 and 9; single
23. H6mf tiwa, own younger brother of 22; single
24. Harold Yd'to, brother of 19; wife, Frances NowAhtIAun6mA; Asn6m6
25. Qomai iewa Mack, brother of 24; wife, Freda, Oraibi Kateina clan
26. N6vg'oi, uncle of 24 and 25; wife, dead, Cloud-Corn

The Lizard clan joined the Snake clan for ceremonial purposes.
Cdlakhu knows of no Snake-Lizard marriage. Lizard people call
C0lakhu "mother."

Sand-Lizard Clan
1. SkyAhonam.u; wife, divorced, P6wulf, Asnomo
2. QAqaqti, nephew of 1; wife, dead, Horn
3. MahaWi, nephew of 1; wife, first, Horn, dead; second, Maggie, Cloud
4. TaqAla, nephew of 1; wife, first, dead; second, Ruth, Asnom6
5. SAmmiya, nephew of 1; wife, TawAkwAvi; Horn
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6. P"6"ya, nephew of 1; wife, dead, Coyote
7. Douglas, nephew of 1; wife, Clqud clan of Tewa
8. Jackson, nephew of 1; single
9. Tcdvi, nephew of 1; wife, Susie, Weasel

10. TcA'ak, nephew of 1; wife, H6mfci; Horn
11. Nl'pi, mother of 3; husband, dead, Asnomo
12. Qoyavi, husband, Ta'i, Bluebird and Bear of Tewa.
13. TalAcqwavi, daughter of 12; husband, first, Rabbit of Tewa; second, Silas,

Qatcina, divorced; third, Charlie, Rabbit
14. Rose, sister of 13
15. Emma, sister of 14; husband, Rio Grande Indianl
16. NaqwAm8'ci, sister of 7; husband, Cyrus, Horn-Flute
17. PolfAsn6om NA'pi's grandson
18. L6la, daughter of 12

Cloud-Corn Clan
1. Nacffiainb'ma, oldest woman; husband, dead, Tal6hoya, Asn6mo
2. NAbfiainW'ma, sister of 1; husband, dead, C6h6ma, Flute
3. Sikyfamicl, sister of 1; husband, NAhaAs, dead; present husband, TcAla;

Flute
4. Ven(i)ci, sister of 1; husband, dead, Onwdki; ftsn6m6
5. LinamAna, daughter of 4; husband, fiAmuqi, Rabbit
6. Ydfia, "daughter" of 4, i.e., of 4's dead sister; husband, SAnna, Snake
7. N6mA'pi, daughter of 6; husband, TalAsyamtlwa, Coyote
8. Q4'ya, daughter of 4; husband, divorced, QAtqa, Bear; second, MAhu,

Coyote
9. NaciAmici, younger sister of 1; husband, dead, Cub, Asn6m6

10. Quydtia, younger sister of 9; husband, T6qya, Asn6m6
11. Lose, sister of Lewis, daughter of 4; husband, L'Elo; Tewa Cottonwood,

now Bear
12. Pufin'ai'amqa, sister of Lewis; husband, PtLtca, paqapn'6m6
13. Qo'tshainema, sister of Lewis; husband, NAt'o, Bear of Tewa
14. Tcf'i, mother of Lewis; husband, Tiftavi, Rabbit
15. Maggie NApilwa, daughter of 14; husband, Mom6'yi, Lizard
16. Tali, a Tewa woman; husband, Ptlnic6yo, dead, Cloud of Tewa
17. Mah6wote, daughter of 16; husband, Wb'n6'te, pAqapnomo
18. Sq.ai'yomqa, daughter of 16; husband, Tawafyoama, Cottonwood-Bear of

Tewa
19. Ethel SAya, daughter of 16; husband, Wilfred TiwAAaiqiwa, Butterfly
20. C4pela, oldest man, uncle of 1; wife, CAlak'u, Snake
21. SAqwistIwa, nephew of 20; wife, Ciwi'fipy, dead, Fluite
22. MAqiwa, nephew of 20; wife, Puti.icl, Isn6m6, divorced
23. TciV"uwe, nephew of 20, eldest brother of Lewis; wife, dead, Bear of Tewa
24. CftailimA, brother of 23; wife, Pullivefiqa, qAlo clan of Second Mesa, own

sister of Pentima's mother
25. Afla, brother of 24; wife, TaUvenci, Lizard of Tewa
26. MAwa, brother of 25; wife, A'no, Coyote
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27. Nash =Nacanohoya, son of 41; wife, Pal4awatia, Asnomo
28. Cfyu, nephew of 27, son of 6; single
29. Na"qala, brother of 28, son of 10; wife Tayo, Flute
30. Earl M6mjo wa, son of 10, new name =Q6tcwoya; single
31. Joe QwAjo', son of N6mqa, deceased, brother of 30; wife, Q6y6nain6'ma,

Rabbit
32. Jesse =Ptdla, brother of 31; wife, Tov,4inl, Flute
33. Lewis Lehufiwa, son of 4; wife, Jettie, Qatetna
34. Qawute, brother of 33, son of Tali; wife, first, dead, Asnom6; second,

Tcawe, Tewa qatcina
35. P6iflanoma, son, of Tali; wife, dead, Hdspumana; Qatcfna
36. Ptsta, brother of 4; wife, Hahaf'i, Coyote

Horn-Flute Clan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

1Nash

TalApije, oldest man
To'nua, nephew of 1; wife, QotcAmona, Coyote clan of Oraibi
N6'fa, younger brother of 2; wife, N6qwAfin6n6ma, Coyote-Charcoal
PAqavi, nephew of 3; wife, Pumpkin of Mishongnovi
Punifqtima, nephew of 3; wife, dead, Cloud-Corn
SAmmi, younger brother of 4; wife, divorced, Tol6, Bear clan of Tewa
Maqto, uncle of 6, nephew of 1; wife, Zufii, Qatcina
TcA'la, brother of Maqto; wife, Sikyafamici, Cloud-Corn
Nf'tiilma, nephew of Maqto; wife, Second Mesa, ?
TA'tci, nephew of 9; wife, Talf, Bear clan of Tewa
SfshuyA, younger brother of 10, single
TciVufia, uncle of Maqto; wife, dead, Cloud-Corn
Herbert Co'afiqaiya, nephew of Miqto; wife, Edna, qatcina
Talictima, son of 'wfsti, nephew of M,4qto; wife, To'se, Rabbit
Roscoe, brother of 14, (Nawici); wife, Puli'ini, Cloud-Corn
Lom,4ventiva, elder brother of SAmmi; wife, Bear, used to be Sun clan, is

Tali's mother
Hita, nephew of MAqto; single
NowAqak, nephew of MAqto; single
Alfred, Lollo, nephew of MAqto; single
Joseph PW'Eqfie, brother of 19; single
QoUo, brother of 19; single
Wo'pa, uncle of M.4qto; wife, from Shipaulovi, ?clan
Ned, nephew of MAqto; single
Richard Jiina, brother of 23; single
Qica, nephew of MAqto; single
CfmauitAwa, brother of 25 and 14; wife, dead, from Tewa
Puntdtcqa, brother of 10; single
Omfau'mA, nephew of MAqto; single
Edgar, uncle of 28; single
T8'qwi, younger brother of Mdqto; lives with Zufii Indian's
YAma, nephew of 30; lives with Pueblo Indians (i.e., Rio Grande)

(27), Lewis (33), LknamAna (5) are VWnici's (4) own children.
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32. WAu+una, nephew of Mdqto, brother of 8, own son of 7
33. SAk'vvnci, sister of 8; husband, Sikyahunaa'6', Lizard
34. Macanopqa, sister of 33; husband, dead, Navajo
35. SqAya.uci, daughter of 34; husband, Tov6nafia, Lizard, dead;' second,

Bear of Tewa
36. Ho wfmanas, sister of Toqwi, own daughter of MacAnopqa; husband,

Mishongnovi, ?; formerly: Oraibi Rabbit
37. Sikyaletcl' own daughter of 35; first husband, Tewa; second, Silas Tila-

wana, Qatetna
38. Qahaya, elder sister of 35?; husband, Letayo, Rabbit
39. Q6yaletsnome, own daughter of 38; husband, Qehi; Cloud-Corn
40. Newayaun6'me, daughter of 39; single
41. Cilnuwai'6, younger sister of 39; husband, Tojqp6, Cloud-Corn
42. Lucile, own daughter of 41, Lucile = NowtAqwavi; single
43. HiffiqA, sister of 41; husband, 'wisti, Rabbit
44. Lily Tawdqwawi, daughter of 41; husband, Cdmmi.fo, Lizard
45. Talaiiwon'qa, younger sister of 41; husband, Lumanafiqwlsa; Asnomo
46. TalAyaunoma, daughter of 45; single
47. Jennie QwAmo, sister of 46; single
48. H6mfci, daughter of 41; husband, TcA'qa, Lizard
49. Homita, sister of 48; first husband, Rabbit; now, Ammi, Weasel
50. Barbara, Qoya"huno'ma, own daughter of 49; husband, Clyde, Rabbit
51. Rita Qawi, sister of 50; husband,'Leslie Agayo, Cloud clan of Tewa
52. Vftina Taho, sister of 51; husband, Qomgletsiwa, Cloud clan of Tewa
53. T6"owe, daughter of Qaqapti and sister of Barbara; husband, ('ye, Rabbit
54. Marietta Sawf letsnoma, daughter of 53; single
55. Qa'le, sister of 53; husband, Mafpi, now Bear clan of Tewa

Snake, Flute, and Horn clan came from different places, but at the
same time, so they join together for ceremonies.

Charcoal-Coyote Clan
1. Lefiaici, own daughter of 2; husband, WAji, Asnomo
2. Tawdvenici, mother of 1; husband, dead, N6wawun6
3. Tco6mbna, own sister of 1; husband, divorced, Charlie, Rabbit; present,

Taci, Qatcfna
4. To6vwa.ici, own sister of 3; husband, H6nau'o', Snake
5. Haf'i, own sister of 4; husband, PAsta Hunuwistiwa, Cloud
6. Anna, own daughter of 4; husband, Mawa, Cloud
7. NoqwAfian6noma, sister of 6; husband, Noia; Asnomo
8. Jane, own daughter of 4; husband, Clyde =PuXhuma, Rabbit
9. Hea, own brother of 5; wife, dead, Flute; present, QetnowA, Oraibi, Rabbit

10. MAho, own brother of 9; wife, Qo'ya, Cloud
11. SAmmi, nephew of 9 and 10, own son of 5; wife, divorced, pAqapn6m6;

present, IvAsikAci, Rabbit
12. LA'aci, nephew of 9 and 10, son of 2, brother of 11; wife, dead,'QotcowAici,

Corn-Cloud
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13. Story, QW'tc'uAva, own son of 1; single
14. Qo'tc'uwtIna, son of 2; single, died since summer of 1915

Rabbit Clan
1. Hflni, oldest man, really of Tobacco clan, but only surviving member, hence

reckoned Rabbit; wife, first, Qac'o, Cloud; second, £sn6m6; third,
Snake

2. TcAina, nephew of 1; wife, second, QomAletci, qatcfna clan; first, Cactus,
Snake

3. Letayo, brother of 2; wife, QAhaya, Horn
4. 'wisti, nephew of 2 and 3; wife, Hufiqa, Horn
5. Perry, nephew of 4; wife, dead, Cloud
6. Willie, nephew of 4; wife, Qwe'tcgwe, Cloud of Tewa
7. Charlie, nephew of 2; first, divorced, Tco"'6mana, Coyote; second, Taltsq-

wayi, Lizard
8. Ttfiavi, nephew of 7; wife, first, Homfta, Horn; second, Cloud
9. Talici, brother of 8; wife, Lenoh6; originally Pumpkin, paqap nomo

10. IAmuqi, brother of 7; wife, Cd'namhna; Cloud
11. Lfpo, uncle of 7; wife, Qd'tsowa.ici, Bear of Tewa
12. ClimE, brother of 11; wife, T8'6wa, Flute
13. Dave TcaohoyA, brother of, 12; single
14. Andrew Cfitcfime, brother of 13; single
15. Claude Cikyhwicitma, brother of 12; wife, Jane Mfata, Coyote
16. Samuel, brother of 15; single
17. Cikya'waiima, brother of 15; wife, Emma, Talgim6noma, Asnom6
18. MasAhuiniva, brother of 2; wife, Ciwf qwavi, Butterfly
19. Tc6'uw6'te, oldest woman; husband, first, Pawu'qu, Asn6m6; second,

HAhawi, Flute
20. UqAA, younger sister of 19; wife, first, PolAqa, Cloud of Tewa; second,

Tco"owe, Cloud
21. HAuwila, son of 20
22. Nelson, brother of 21
23. Stlli, brother of 22; wife, Elsie, Asnomo
24. Clyde, brother of 23; wife, Q6yahufiuno'ma, Flute
25. Calvary, nephew of 21-24
26. PufiyAwenqA, daughter of 19; husband Toqw!'nafio, As (brother of Holla)
27. QoyAflainomA, eldest daughter of 19, sister of 8; husband, QwAco, Corn-

Cloud
28. Tootyam'ya, sister of 27
29. Qwafl, Tom's wife, sister of 28; husband, Tom Pavatya, Lizard
30. NiqvTki, Harry's wife, younger sister of 29; husband, Harry Cupela, Snake
31. Cfyamqa, sister of 28; wife, Mo'nAlAs
32. IvaskAtci, daughter of 31; husband, first, Zufli; second, SAmmi, Coyote
33. Ti've, sister of 32; husband, TalAstima, Flute
34. Cthipnoma, sister of 33; husband, Jack Talaamtlwa, Lizard of Tewa
35. WAqole, sister of 15; husband, Hicks Tcf'ite, Cloud-Corn of Tewa
36. Mary Q6tcuwa, sister of 35; single
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37. A sister of 36
38. Palaqp'o, daughter of 20; husband, Taylor, Butterfly

Butterfly Clan'
1. Sowfqwavi, oldest woman; husband, Macahuinlva, Rabbit
2. Qo'tc`ufiicf, daughter of 1; husband, Lomafamtlva, qatetna
3. Qotcdmane, daughter of 2; husband, Hale=Cufiqi =Taqapokya, Asn6mo
4. Q6'yaqa',imo, sister of 3; husband, dead, Qatc, Coyote
5. Susie Siwfhufianomo, sister of 3; husband, TcAwi, Lizard
6. Tc6tqi, uncle of 1;2 wife, dead, Sikyam6ci, paqapnomo
7. Ciaqal6, brother of 1, uncle of 2 and 3; wife, Towam6ci, asnom6
8. Ammi, brother of 3's mother; wife, first, Asn6m6; second, H6mita, Horn
9. Mautiwa, younger brother of 8; wife, ptqapnomo clan

10. Taylor DAbo, younger brother of 9; wife, PalAqa'i, Rabbit
11. Yaqwa, uncle of 1; wife, Tc6jo, plqapn6m6

YAqwa and his relatives were originally Badger, but his family died,
so he joined the Butterfly clan.

Compare with Badger clan list.

Badger Clan
1. Y6yowalya, oldest man; wife, dead, Bear clan of Tewa
2. ClaqalM, nephew of 1; see Butterfly list
3. Tc6tqi, nephew of 1 and 2; see Butterfly list
4. Ammi, nephew of 3; see Butterfly list
5. Madatlwa, brother of 4; see Butterfly list
6. Taylor, brother of 4 and 5; see Butterfly list
7. Willie Aw.4tchoya, nephew of 6; wife, Tcafiwa, Corn-Cloud clan
8. Miifiwi, brother of 3; wife, Tc6h1fiunAma, Rabbit clan of Oraibi, now

divorced
9. YAqwa, brother of 8; see Butterfly list

10. Suisieta, brother of 9; single
11. Ciwfq*avi, own mother of Ammi; see Butterfly list
12. Qotc'ufiuci, daughter of 11; see Butterfly list
13. Q6tcAmana, daughter of 12; see Butterfly list
14. Qoyo'qa'amia', daughter of 12, sister of 13; see Butterfly list
15. Susie Cowi'ufiufloma, daughter of 12; see Butterfly list

Reed Clan
1. Wonoto, oldest man; wife, Mah6woti, Cloud-Corn clan of Tewa
2. Nt'i, nephew of 1; wife, Tow4ya*qa Rabbit
3. Pdtsa, nephew of 1; wife, PufiyAyamqa, Cloud-Corn
4. Ta,luwi'pi, nephew of 1; wife, Qatcfnamana, Bear of Tewa
5. Qby6qwaplwa, nephew of 1, (Ray); wife, Bear clan of Tewa

'On the First Mesa this clan is restricted to Sichumovi.
2Died in the winter of 1915-1916.
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6. LumAwisi, brother of 5; wife, divorced, Lena TcAjo, qatetna of Tewa
7. Walter LumAtciwolkya, brother of 6; single
8. Stuart T8v6fioitiwA, brother of 7; single
9. Ole Afiwo, nephew of 5; single

10. Ole PatAfiahatito, nephew of 5; single
11. Milton T6'wa, brother of 10; single
12. Qifiya, sister of Ray's mother; husband, Piema, dead, Horn
13. Tc6jo, Ray's mother; husband, YAqwa, Badger
14. SikyAm6ci, sister of 13; divorced, died a few days ago (Aug. 28, 1916)
15. Leneh6, daughter of 13; husband, TaIAci, Rabbit
16. Q6tcqwavi, sister of 15; husband, first, Simmi, Coyote; second, Conner

Qiinele, Lizard of Tewa
17. Rose Q6yAm6, daughter of 12; husband, Poliala (KyAjo), Badger
18. Quqdma, sister of 17; husband, Mau'tiwa, Buitterfly
19. Smilie Th'gma, son of 12; single
20. Walter Qa'topti, son of 18; single
21. Dean TV`wdya.omo, brother of 20; single
22. Dewey Alftqwaptiwa, son of 23; single
23. Qomiyonici, mother of 22, sister of 12; husband, divorced, EdjA, Badger

(a Zufii man)
24. Teresa Payamqa, daughter of 16; single
25. Qom,yamqa, sister of 24; single
26. Mabel Qotcitawa, daughter of 15; single
27. SAala'hu, sister of 26; single
28. Viola Q6tcoftalsi, sister of 18, daughter of 12; single

Eagle Clan
All from First Mesa died with Adam last summer (i.e., in 1914).

tgpnamb Clan
Q6'ya, the sole survivor, was brought up by her father's second wife,

a Cloud-Corn woman; hence, is now reckoned a member of that clan.

asn6m6i Clan
1. Sikyatala; wife, dead, Noqw&im'qa, qatctna
2. Mon'na, nephew of 1; wife, St.amqa, Rabbit
3. Toqw6'nafi'', brother of 2; wife, Pufiy4w6nqa, Rabbit
4. TowAqoqo, nephew of 1, 2, 3; wife, H6qwano, Bear clan of Tewa
5. Waji, brother of 4; wife, Lenaici, Coyote
6. Albert Nahi, brother of 5; wife, Paqwa, qatcfna of Tewas
7. George Nahi, brother of 6; wife, QonAwocnoma, Sun clan of Oraibi
8. Hale Cufiqi, nephew of 6 and 7; wife, Q6tcAmana, Butterfly
9. P6wulf, own sister of 1; husband, Sikya'honail.o, Lizard, divorced

10. Towim6ci, daughter of 9; husband, CiAqal6, Butterfly
11. T6wAftain6mo, daughter of 10; husband, NamifitA; Cloud clan of Second

Mesa
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12. Skya vefnqa, daughter of 10; husband, George QotcAci; Bear clan of Tewa
13. Emma Talam6noma, daughter of 10; husband, Albert Cikyawaiima,

Rabbit
14. Evelyn SkyahufiEci, daughter of 12; single
15. Joy, daughter of 12; single
16. Dorice, daughter of 12; single
17. Ptli.Ici, sister of 10; husband, dead, Ala, Horn
18. Frances N6wahufaon6ma, daughter of 17; husband, Harold Y4'ott6, Snake
19. Miltona P6cfmana, daughter of 17, dead; husband, Tom, son of HAaco,

Snake
20. Hanakyo, mother of 17; husband, Tlk i(dead), Cloud
21. Talawa, daughter of 20; husband, Albert CiunAheptlwa; Badger cltn of

Second Mesa
22. Umau'o, sister of 17; husband, M1mi, Snake, divorced
23. Palaaiwatca, younger sister of 22; husband, Nash, Cloud-Corn
24. Noi'wa, sister of 7; husband, Lumta voya, Snake
25. Norma Naqwlfiain6ma, sister of 23; single
26. Annette Hinuwisnoma, daughter of 22; single
27. Sam PAvac'hAya, son of 20; wife, Tiny, NanA"mana, Bear clan of Tewa
28. L6manafiqucA, brother of 1; wife, Talawafnqa, Horn
29. Ed, Hauto, own son of 22
30. Dick, Hiintotci, own son of 22

MISHONGNOVI CLANS
1. Parrot clan, kyacifnyam6
2. Katcina clan, qatcInifivAmb
3. Bear clan, hunifiyamo
4. Carrying-strap clan, piaq6sfiyAm6
5. bird clan, tc6ciftyAm6
6. Cedarwood-Fire clan, q6qopnyAmo
7. Badger clan, hondnifiyAmo
8. Butterfly clan, p6wuliftyAm6
9. Squash clan, pftafiyamo

10. Hawk clan, macfqwaiifiyAm6
11. Eagle clan, qwA.ifiyAmo
12. Corn clan, pf'kyecfiyhm6
13. Cloud clan, pitkifiykm6
14. Lizard clan, qo qotcifiyam6

CENSUS OF MISHONGNOVI

Parrot Clan
1. Nasifiaiyapqa; divorced from Bear man of Shungopavi
2. Homfsiima, brother of 1; wife, dead, Corn
3. Hfinuwisiom& son of 1
4. Sav°'k-a, son of 1
5. Talus'ufun6'ma; husband, Q6'tsqwatlwa, Corn
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6. Hayi, sister's son of 5
7. Qwlvioma; wife, Bear of Shipaulovi (dead)
8. LomfiSfwa, younger brother of 7; wife, Wlqt6, Butterfly
9. Robert Qoyin6mtlwa; wife, Sallavi, tc6cu

10. Miflko LomAwiciomA, brother of 9; wife, Ciky4yonicl, Corn
11. Homfho.iniva, brother to 2; wife Carrying-strap
12. Abraham TalAc'ufioniwA, brother to 11
13. Dinah To6w6w6nima; husband, foreigner
14. Brown SiwO'yoyaft'6*, baby boy of 13
15. Dick Qwafohlyo, own brother of 13; away from Reservation
16. OoyowA, brother of 5

Katcina Clan
1. Talasfonici, husband, Qowtaniciima, qalo clan of Shipaulovi
2. Tawayunici, daughter of 1; husband, divorced, Chicken-hawk
3. Polffiiyama, son of 1; wife, divorced, Chicken-hawk
4. Je.i.auuma, son of 1; wife, foreigner
5. Sfq6oBA, brother of 1; wife, Q6yawain6'ma, qilo

Bear Clan
1. Tov6 vefiqa; husband, dead, Corn
2. SAk'ventiwA, son of 1
3. K'acnomqa, granddaughter of 1; husband, Masksvi, Badger
4. Qo'tsi wefiqa, daughter of 3
5. ? , daughter of 3
6. ? , daughter of 3
7. TalahoyomA, son Qf 3
8. Q6wdnyocno'ma, sister of 3; husband, divorced, q.ll6 clan
9. Q6wdnow6'on6ma, sister of 3; husband, Naqw,4waiPtIwa, Reed

10. Masafamisl, sister of 3
11. Pfki; husband, H6mfveemh, Eagle
12. Pavenqa, granddaughter of 11; husband, Q6mAwaimA, qAIlo
13. TowA q6q', son of 12
14. Tcavitavl, son of 12
15. Tcomfkoivd, son of 12
16. Qwavenisi, mother of 12; husband, LomAnaflaqiomn, Cloud
17. PaqojoqiomA, son of 16
18. Lomd'vi, son of 16
19. YulW'tsiomh, son of 16
20. PAlktsno'ma, daughter of 16
21. LomAviva, son of 16
22. SAk'm6niwA;; wife, dead, Cedarwood-fire
23. Sft'quima, brother of 22
24. Q6mA lea'tlwa, uncle of 22;1 wife, K'Aciyadun6'ma, Butterfly
25. Q6mtAnomtiwa, "brother" of 22; wife, Qfwanyamisl, Chicken-hawk
26. Q6wAn6fiovA, brother of 25; wife, Naqwaf6sn6mn, Chicken-hawk

'The genealogies assign 22 to a distinct lineage.
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27. SAkiwisioma, "brother" of 22; wife, Hunufiain6ma, qal6
28. Talowiptima, nephew of 27; wife, qa16
29. PAtala, brother of 28; wife, Q6tsowisnomA, Corn
30. SffiyaomA, brother-of 29; wife, Sikya vefiqa, Corn
31. SikyA yooma, nephew of 30
32. Q6'tsiyesiwa, "brother" of 22; wife, Q6mAi6si, qAlo
33. P6lio'o'; husband, TalAsy6wusiyA, Chicken-hawk
34. Masafayahunbma, daughter of 33
35. QwAmoosi, daughter of 33
36. Q6mayaan6'ma; husband, KyAacta, Badger
37. Ha laihoyA, son of 36
38. Daughter of 36, name not known to informant
39. Cik-Afion6ma; husband HAIllaivi, Chicken-hawk
40. Qwawisnlma, daughter of 39
41. Qwahufiv4, son of 40
42. Daughter of 40, name not known to informant

Carrying-Strap Clan
1. Kyacwainoma; husband, Homfhoiniva, Parrot
2. C6sinivb, son of 1
3. Ciwufi6n6ci, daughter of 1
4. KyAc'uya, daughter of 1
5. H6nanohoinima, daughter of 1; husband, Towe'yauoma, Corn
6. Y6yovell6, son of 5
7. Q6'tsufiqA, daughter of 1; husband, Ned Lomaiastiwa, qa1o
8. TawA hoinima, daughter of 7
9. T6vAhevinlma, sister's daughter of 1; husband, Nam6stiwa, Cloud

10. Q6tsAsiima, uncle of 9; wife, dead, Parrot

Tc6cu (=a Small Purple Bird) Clan
1. Saalak'6; husband, CikyA ve ema, qa16 clan
2. Polefloisi, daughter of 1; husband unknown
3. Simdtso'oma, son of 2
4. Pfv'.ofon6'ma, daughter of 2
5. Polivai'tlva, son of 1
6. Namqina, son of 1
7. T6wAfioyaAnoma, daughter of 1
8. Tawan6mosi, daughter of 1
9. Talaumana, daughter of 1

10. Qatctna, brother of 1
11. SallAvi, sister of 1; husband, Robert Q6yAn6mtIwa, Parrot
12. Laq6nomana, daughter of 11
13. KyA c6z6, son of 11
14. Kydci.estiv6, son of 11
15. Lomatoqoma, son of 11
16. Tiwafnainoma, "daughter" of 11; husband, Luke Q6wAnyosiyh, Badger
17. May Qwitchoinima, daughter of 16
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18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Sikya woll, son of 16
Towa hoyoma, brother of 16
Lomt05na; wife, QwA'o', Cloud
Nacfletstfwa, brother of 20, uncle of 16; wife (dead) Chicken-hawk
Naho'ttiwa, nephew of 20; wife, dead, Butterfly

Cedarwood-Fire Clan
1. Qwamana; husband, Y6to, Bear
2. Hiinum6isl, daughter of 1
3. TawAhuftunAya, son of sister of 1
4. SAk'ufivA, brother of 1; wife, (dead), Butterfly
5. Talafunic), sister of 1; husband, H6mi'flainlva, Chicken-hawk
6. O'ivefiqa, daughter of 5
7. Qotsofiafn6ma, daughter of 5
8. Qwfwaiisl, daughter of 5
9. Q6ts'oinb'ma, daughter of 5

10. QoiyAveflqa, daughter of 5
11. Q6tsqwapon6'ma, sister of 5; husband, Q6tsowai'tiwa, qd1l
12. MasAqw6pno'ma, daughter of 11
13. Tawd wai.isl, daughter of 11
14. Son of 11, name not known to informants
15. TawA haiyomA, brother of 11, away at school (1916)
16. Q6ts'evtiwi, brother of 11; wife (divorced), qAlo
17. Q6wAn6'w6j6qiomA, brother of 11, wife (divorced), Cloud
18. Q6yAhufiuci, Sak'moniwa's daughter
19. H6mnn6misl, sister of 18
20. SdqamasA, uncle of 18; wife, T6wAnomqa, Corn
21. Q6ts6voyA.uma, brother of 1; wife, QowAfio6onoma, Corn
22. M'`fiya'o', uncle of 1; wife, QA'o, qAlo

The last-named man really belongs to the fcifiy6m, Coyote clan,
but being the only man left, he joined the q6qopn'dmo, this being a linked
clan. According to Luke and his wife only Qwtmana and her blood-kin
are lQoqop people; all the rest are Coyote clansfolk who have emigrated
from Oraibi.

Badger Clan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

QwAweiqA, Luke's own sister; husband, Rudolf T6w9yoosIa, Squash
Tc6cuwisnlma, daughter of 1
S6nowalsi, daughter of 1
Daughter of 1, whose name is not known to informant
Q6'tsya.uno'ma, daughter of sister of mother of 1; husband, Sf.estiwi,

Chicken-hawk
QwAficunoma, daughter of 5
QatsfnamAna, daughter of 51
Tall&imAna, daughter of Q6yAwoinicl, who is dead

lAlso given in pedigree as daughter of sister of 9.
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9. Luke QfwAny6siyA, brother of 1; wife, TiwAflainoma, Bluebird
10. SikyAhuy6ima, own uncle of 9; wife, TallUsi, qAlo
11. Mas vsva; wife, KyAcinomqA, Bear
12. SunAhevtiwA, own brother of 11; wife, Talladwainoma, as clan of Sichumovi
13. Homi'nnovtiwA, wife (dead), Bear
14. K'Iacta, owni brother to 13; wife, QomAyaun6mA, Bear
15. Ky6llahufwA, own brother to 13 and 14; wife, YAmisi, qlo
The three last-named were own brothers of the grandmother of

Q6yhw6inici, 16.
Butterfly Clan

1. Wi'q'to, husband, LomAdfiwa, Parrot
2. Kyasiauno'ma, daughter of 1; husband, Q6mAle&tiwA, Bear
3. An'nse, son of 2
4. Hinomutsow6', son of 2
5. Ts6siyamqa, daughter of 2
6. Tcoz6mica, son of 2
7. T6wkhain6mA, daughter of 2
8. QowAyau.ino'ma, daughterl of 1; husband, N6vAnainiwA, qlo
9. TallAhocnx'ma, daughter of 8

10. TawAoyo.imh, son of 8
11.. TawAwefiqa, daughter of 8
12. Qoydveema, son of 8
13. Yovfveflqa, own sister of 8; husband, Tov6nemt1wa, qAl6
14. TawAyau.unoWma, daughter of 13; husband, Oi'ma, Chicken-hawk
15. Baby boy of 14, name unknown to informants
16. TallAvefiqa, daughter of 13
17. Soho', son of 13
18. QrAv6'ho, son of 13
19. P6yalti, son of 13
20. Tawds6imA, son of 13
21. Tc6cunai.isi', daughter of 13; husband, H6mi'ventiwA, q6l1
22. Ctyau.und'ma, sister of 21; husband, Navenema, qalo
23. Mi'lletstlwa, brother of 1; wife (dead), Bear
24. SAkuletstiwA, nephew of 23; wife, Pollfqwavi, Chicken-hawk
25. QivAnohevtiwA, brother of 24; wife, Puflayai'yamqa, Carrying-Strap
26. Siwtamtiwh; wife, NacW'h6mina, qlo

Squash Clan
1. Masgwai.isi; husband, Q6yAwai'tlwa, qAld
2. QoyAhoinWxma, daughter of 1; husband, QfwAnowaiimA, Sun clan of

Shungopavi
3. K'Aciyhsiwa, son of 2
4. Qotsiyammisl, sister of 2; husband, PSqavi, Horn clan of First Mesa
5. QwlhoinoWma, daughter of 4
6. QwAve ema, son of 4

'In the genealogies she is given as of a different lineage.
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TawA lletsno'ma, own daughter of 1; husband, Pulli'waiima, Lizard
Puni6ma, son of 7
H6qonomAna, daughter of 7
Oiwisa, brother' of 1; wife, dead, Parrot
Tallacow6hiomA, nephew of 10; wife, Tawamo-noma, Corn
T6w9youslya, nephew of 11; wife, QwAvefiqa, Badger
N6vaova, brother of 12; wife, QoyAnbain6ma, qAlo

Chicken-Hawk Clan
Qfwtinyamisl; husband, Homan6mtiwa, Bear
Sifiqwa, son of 1
Lizzie, daughter 1
Htinhe vtiwa, son of 1
Yoyowisno'ma, daughter of 1
TAv h6yA, son of 1
NMvhoinlwa, uncle of 1
Nfvtvenisl, sister of 1; husband, T6v6anyafiqiomA, Corn
Ma'qwaiya, son of 8
eitpetavil son of 8
Qowanowisno'ma, sister of 8; husband, dead, Badger
HdnhufivA, grandson of 11
Hdnuwalnoma, granddaughter of 11
Naqwai'sno'ma, "daughter" of 1; husband, QowAn6fifvt, Bear
Hinuvefiqa, daughter of 14
Tc6cuwonisi, sister of 14; husband, divorced, qatctna
QA'o, daughter of 16; husband, Towfhoyo.imA, tc6cu
Tcoy6manA, daughter of 17
O'poqioma, son of 16
K'achoyo.imA, son of 16
PoIIi'qwavl, mother of 16; husband, SAkoletstiwA, Butterfly
K'Acfi6n6'ma, daughter of 21
LomAvoli, son of 22
Baby girl of 22, not yet named
C6wi, son of 21
Y'oW.usi, son of 21
Cucifiqiva, brother of 1; wife, K6llefnoci
TallAsyoMsiA, brother of 27; wife, P6leo'6, Bear
HAllaivi, brother of 28; wife, Sikyafnaino'ma, Bear
Homi'fiainlva, brother of 29; wife, Tallai.unici, Cedarwood-Fire
HonAnc6j6, nephew of 29; wife, Toveef6noma, Lizard
NAqavo, brother of 31; wife, Tow6JiayamqA, Snow clan of Shungopavi
Tc6snomtlwa, brother of 32; wife, a Pima Indian
Lomalk aj6, brother of 33; wife, Bear
Styestlwa; wife, Q6'tsyahun6wA, Badger
Henry Y6yafiw6
O'iimA; wife, TawAiun6ma, Butterfly
ears in an older generation than 1 in the genealogy

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
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Eagle Clan
1. Homi'veema; wife, Pfki, Bear
2. Sikya yamtlva, nephew of 1; wife, Tawai' yamisi, Bear clan of Shungopavi
3. H4ncozo, nephew of 2; is away at school

2, having gone to Shungopavi to live with his wife there, told another
man to occupy the Eagle house of the village, viz., Naqw& wai'tiva, an
Oraibi of the Reed clan, whose wife, Q6wAnow6'n6n1a, is of the Bear clan.

Corn Clan
1. Towanomqa, husband; Saq'masa, Cedarwood-Fire
2. Qoya wai.ima, son of 1
3. CikyA tai.i, son of 1
4. Naqwai ya.oma, son of 1
5. Nast qwai.o, son of 1
6. Sikyafonicl, daughter of 12; husband, LomAwiciawA, Parrot
7. Pollfwisn6'ma, daughter of 6
8. Lomaiistlwa, son of 6
9. Daughter of 6, name not known to informants

10. A't6 q6q6, brother of 6; now away at school
11. TcImi'imA, brother of 6
12. QowAn6ftin6ma, mother of 6; husband, Q6ts'6wAyaomA, Cedarwood-Fire
13. O'sawa, son of 12
14. CikyAvefiqa, daughter of 12; husband, Cifioyaoma, Bear
15. H6nyamqa, daughter of 14
16. Baby boy of 14, name not known to informants
17. Lottie Tawa m6n6ma, sister of 14; husband, TallAcow6h66mA, Squash
18. H4nveemA, son of 17
19. Ht'imxA, brother of 14
20. LomA wofioya, uncle of 14
21. Q6'tsuwisnoma, sister of 14; husband, Patala, Bear
22. HdnhoyiomA, son of 21
23. Hdnumono'ma, daughter of 21
24. Q6'tsqwaftiwb,; wife, TalJAs'ufiun6'ma, Parrot
25. T6veefiyaiqiom6, brother of 24; wife, N6vAvennisi, Chicken-hawk
26. Masdmoniwa, Luke's father, nephew of 24; wife, N6'ci, qAlo

Cloud Clan
1. QwAh6; husband, NomAt6na, tc6cu
2. Tc6cuvennicl (albino), daughter of 1; husband, (divorced) Cedarwood-Fire
3. MAvci, son of 2
4. Q6yAtaio, son of 2
5. SikyAwiciomA, son of 2
6. Civfhufiuno'ma, daughter of 2
7. Plaqo'ca, son of 2
8. Tc6sw6afiqa, daughter of 1
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9. Tallaqwaven6ma, granddaughter of 11
10. Tafima, grandson of 1
11. Penema, grandson of 1
12. QwIhufiun6oma; husband, dead, Badger
13. Tawaini, own sister of 9, 10, 11
14. Sikya4 naqav6, uncle of 12
15. Cfwin6, brother of 12
16. Namdstiwa, brother of 1; wife, Tovahevno'ma, Carrying-strap
17. NaqwA hunuwa, brother of 16; wife, T6ve'huiusl, qtU6

Lizard Clan
1. Q8mAn6mqa; husband, LomA qoiva, Carrying-strap of other village
2. K6llefi6icl, daughter of 1; husband, Cucdfiqiwa, Chicken-hawk
3. NaqwAft6n6ma, daughter of 2
4. Son of 2, name not known to informant
5. NaqwafesivA, son pf 1
6. eototO, grandson of 12
7. Mftwiqi, grandson of 1
8. T6wa ciiwaih, grandson of 1
9. T6ve'n6noma, daughter of 1; husband, Hunanicizo, Chicken-hawk

10. Pullfwaiima, son of 1; wife, TawAlletsnWma, Squash
11. Lomnnaquc6, brother of 10; wife (dead) tc6cu

CENSUS OF SHIPAULOVI

The village of Shipaulovi presents the peculiarity of comprising only
two clans, in other words, of having a moiety organization. Or, to be
more precise, its organization would have conformed to the ordinary
moiety type were it not for the fact that marriages were open with in-
dividuals from other villages, so that a considerable number of men
resident in Shipaulovi in 1916 came from Mishongnovi, Shungopavi,
Oraibi, and the First Mesa, while of course Shipaulovi men have emigrated
to other villages in accordance with the rules of matrilocal residence.
According to one statement, the preponderance of QdW6 people was not
always so great and there was consequently less tendency to seek mates
from other villages, whence the informant derived the once greater
frequency of cross-cousin marriages or, at all events, of marriage between
a man and a woman classed with his father's sister.

On the other hand, two old women noted the former existence of a
third clan, the Cloud clan, to which Q6mhqwafen6'ma's father was said
to have belonged. These informants at first said they knew of no other
clan ever regarded as native to Shipaulovi. Later, however, they spoke

'9, 10, and 11 are children of a deceased daughter of 1.
26, 7, and 8 are children of the daughter of 9, who lives in another house.



of NaqwaiAmqa's father as having been a Shipaulovi man of the Carry-
ing-strap clan. They explained that this clan had existed at Shipaulovi
long ago, but that all the women had died and that the men had joined
the Bear clan. The census gives independent evidence of the forner
existence of a Carrying-strap clan at Shipaulovi (see Qdl6 clan, no. 52).
It would thus seem that at Shipaulovi the dual division, such as it is,
resulted from a secondary reduction in the number of clans, a theoretically
interesting fact.'

Of the forty-eight marriages outside Shipaulovi, twenty-six are
definitely known to have been with Mishongnovi individuals and this
number would probably be increased by three if I had not failed to ascer-
tain the clan affiliations of dead spouses in these cases. Shungopavi
ranks next with thirteen cases, the First Mesa furnishes four, Oraibi,
and an unspecified foreign tribe, one each.

Ignoring local affiliations and including the two cases of Qomaqwa-
fen6oma's husband and father, we can tabulate the data for unions between
clans as follows:-

Bear Qdlo
Bear 0 11
Q4W6 4 0
Chicken-hawk 3 0
Squash 1 2
Flute 2
Kachina 3
Corn 3
Cloud 8
Badger 2
Butterfly 5
Carrying-strap 6
Cedarwood 6
Bluebird 2
Coyote 1
Snow I

In this tabulation the unions between Bear and Qdlo people are not
duplicated, so that the record indicates a total of fifteen such unions.
Owing to the depletion of the Bear people their potential preference can-
not be determined from the data. With regard to the Qdli clan it would
be rash to infer any disinclination on the part of its members to mate
with any particular clan. Of the Mishongnovi clans only the Eagle,
Parrot, Lizard, and Chicken-hawk people are wholly unrepresented;
and.of these the Eagles are practically extinct, and the Parrots and
Lizards form small groups. On the other hand, it is possible that the

lCf. Lowie, Robert H., Primitive Society (New York, 1920), 136 f.
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absence of marriages between Chicken-hawks and Qalo is significant,
for the latter clan is associated with the sun and in Fewkes's classifica-
tion the Sun and Chicken-hawk are linked.' The figures tabulated above
may be combined so as to indicate the extent to which the Qdlo married
into those "phratric" associations of clans now recognized as linked on
the Second Mesa (see p. 332). Then we find that unions with phratries
VI and VIII are not represented, while those with the remaining groups
are as follows: I-3; II-19; III-2; IV-7; VII- 1.

Bear Clan (hutniinyamo)
1. Qowannevenisl (Sophy); husband (divorced), e'petAvi, Chicken-hawk clan

of Mishongnovi
2. Qwlyecn6ma, daughter of 1
3. QowAfihuflun6ma; husband, Lomaikyajo, Chicken-hawk clan of Mish-

ongnovi
4. Tc6"omAna
5. Cikyafneyamqa (Elsie), sister of 4
6. A daughter of 3
7. Cikyaqoqo, brother of 4
8. C6nniavA, brother of 4
9. TAla, brother of 4

10. TallAwaiomA, brother of 4
11. Homfhoi'ova, brother of 3; wife (dead), Chicken-hawk
12. TallAsamobnivA, brother of 11; wife, Q6tsAavatsA, ql,lo
13. MacAqwativA, parallel cousin of 1 and 3; wife, Towa'qaBon6ma, qAl6 of

Oraibi clan
14. CikyalletstivA, uncle of 13; wife, PavtinemanA, q6lo
15. LomAfentlBa; wife (dead), qllo
16. Q6wdnnahuftvA, nephew of 15; wife, Squash clan of Mishongnovi

Qdl6 Clan
1. Sfveidqa, daughter of HunAvisi (dead); husband, W'Opa, Flute clan,2 of

First Mesa
2. QoyAwaino'ma, sister of 1; husband, Sf'qovA, Kachina clan of Mishongnovi
3. Qoqisoje, son of 2
4. Tsfyaoma, son of 2
5. PuftyAnomqA, daughter of 2
6. Katci'namAna, daughter of 2
7. QomAwaiimA, brother of 1; wife, PAvenqa, Bear clan of Mishongnovi
8. SAqwiesn6mA, maternal grandmother of 1; husband (dead), Corn clan of

Mishongnovi
9. CikyA*piki, brother of 8; wife (dead), Cloud clan of Hano

1" Handbook of American Indians " (Bulletin .30, Bureau of American Ethnology, vol. 1, Washington,
1907), 562.

2He was designated as a letilfiwa, which my interpreter this time translated " Grass clan."
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10. TabUssi, daughter of 8; husband, SikyAhoy6imA, Badger clan of Mishongnovi
11. Qo'tsiyosno ma (Jessie), daughter of 10
12. NavenmA, son of 10; wife, Stauuno'ma, Butterfly clan of Mishongnovi
13. Qoyan1aino'ma, daughter of 10; husband, Novaova, Squash clan of Mishong-

novi
14. SIhoin6mA (Catherine), daughter of 13
15. Yo"uciimA, brother of 10
16. Tc6coqt6, grandson of 10 by deceased daughter
17. Hasgye, grandson of 10 by another deceased daughter
18. Hoji'sqwap6, daughter of 8; husband (dead), Bear clan of Shungopavi
19. Q6mafI66si, daughter of 18; husband, Q6tciyesva, Bear clan of Mishongnovi
20. Palb'ofihauoy&, son of 19
21. Pulli'wainoma, daughter of 19
22. A baby daughter of 19
23. LomifiainivA, son of 18; wife, (divorced, living in Shungopavi), Carrying-

strap
24. Nasi'yamtiva, son of 18
25. Tovehufhusi, daughter of 18; husband,. Naqwahufiuva, Cloud clan of

Mishongnovi
26. PaqhuyA, son of 25
27. Paloloqafiwa, son of 25
28. Masahufisi, granddaughter of 18
29. Pulli'w6nqa, granddaughter of 18
30. Qo'tsfwai'tiwa, son of 18; wife, Qo'tsqwan6ma, Cedarwood-fire clan of

Mishongnovi
31. Hunyamqa, granddaughter of 18; husband, TAlowiftima, Bear clan of

Mishongnovi
32. MAq'tsaalada, brother of 31
33. Qb'mbi, brother of 31
34. YAmsi; husband, KfllehufivA, Badger clan of Mishongnovi
35. Nas o', daughter of 34; husband, Sivfyamti'va, Butterfly clan of Mishong-

novi
36. Sikyahunfunoma, daughter of 35
37. Hinuwa'o, son of 35
38. Kyacwofiqa, granddaughter of 34
39. Pintima, grandson of 341
40. HdnufiainomA, daughter of 34; husband, SAk'wisiomA, Bear clan of

Mishongnovi
41. Kygjo, daughter of 40
42. Kyaciyavtiva,, son of 40
43. Cifibtivk, brother of 40; wife (divorced), Bear clan of Hano
44. H6mi'ventiva, brother of 40; wife, Tc6chufiaiisi', Butterfly clan of Mishong-

novi
45. H(ifuwai'tiva, son of sister of mother of 34; wife, Cloud clan of Shungopavi
46. Tc6cufivA, brother of 45; wife, N6wdnn6mqa, Carrying-strap clan of

Shungopavi
47. QomAheftiva, brother of 46; lives in foreign tribe
'Also given as the son of a dead sister of 34.
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48. PAvtItsn6mA; husband, T6'jfuva, Carrying-strap clan of Shungopavi
49. Maci'w6lli, daughter of 48
50. Tov6nomtiwa, brother of 48; wife, Yovi'vaqa, Butterfly
51. Lomai'hiniyiifwa, brother of 48; wife, Qawanewefiqa, Cloud
52. Q6mAqwafen6'ma; husband (dead), Carrying-strap clan of Shipaulovi
53. Qoyawai'tiwA, son of 52; wife, Masgwaiisi, Squash clan of Mishongnovi
54. Sik-Aveema, son of 52; wife, Sa'alakb, Bluebird clan of Mishongnovi
55. Qa'o, sister of 52; husband, Mofiya'%, Coyote clan of Mishongnovi
56. Sdnnwai'6, daughter of 55; husband, TawAtioitivA, Cloud clan of Shungo-

pavi
57. Q6'tsufWaino'md,, daughter of 56
58 Y6qunfima, son of 56
59. O'mau'6, daughter of 56; husband, Qwamoniva, Snow (n6vQ) clan of Shun-

gopavi
60. N6vAhufiuva, son of 59
61. N6vAyesvA, son of 59
62. NovAyesn6mg, daughter of 59
63. PAhufln6ma, sister of 59; husband, Q6maletstiva, Cloud clan of Shungo-

pavi
64. Naqwai'amqa; husband (dead), Bear
65. H6mai'amici, daughter of 64; husband, NitliomA, Flute clan of First Mesa
66. Si'fiainb'ma, daughter of 65; husband, N6vAvai'tiwA, Bear clan of Shungo-

pavi
67. TAwa'manh, daughter of 66
68. T6'qwavi, son of 66
69. Caqwap6o, daughterl of 65; husband, TawlvWn6, Bluebird clan of Shungo-

pavi
70. Q6wAnnsiimA, son of 64; wife, Tall4sfl6nicl, Kachina clan of Mishongnovi
71. Hahai"i, daughter of own sister of 64;z husband, QwtAnnyestiBA, Bear clan

of Shipaulovi
72. H6mfyamtiva, brother of 71; wife (dead), Bear clan of Shipaulovi
73. H6ny6isi, son of 71
74. Tc6j6manicl, daughter of 71
75. Hdnuwisnb'ma, daughter of 71
76. Q6y6hunumAna, daughter of 71
77. Tsoj6noqwa, son of 71
78. QowAnafiain6ma
79. Tc6cunoisi', daughter of 78; husband, MasAmonivA, Corn clan of Mishong-

novi
80. Mas4vefiqa, daughter of 79; husband, PAsiivaiyA, Kachina clan of Shungo -

pavi
81. K6llowisn6mA, daughter of 80
82. Sqwaftiva, son of sister of 80
83. PAqwa, sister of 82
84. PAesiva, brother of 83
85. Pulli'hufiqa, sister of 84

'According to the genealogy, a daughter of 65's sister.
Living at the Mission in 1916. %
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86. QotsAvatsa (Bertha), daughter of 79; husband, Tallism'oniva, Bear clan of
Shipaulovi

87. Y6yovennsi, daughter of sister of 86
88. Q6mAtiva, brother of 80; wife, TallAwisn6mA, Carrying-strap clan of

Shungopavi
89. Lomai'estivA, brother of 88; wife, QoYtshuflqi, Carrying-strap clan of Mish-

ongnovi
90. QoSmai'amtiva, son of sister of mother of 34
91. Pavu'nemana, sister of 78; husband, CikyAlletstiva, Bear clan of Shipaulovi
92. N6vAhoyom&, son of 91; wife, (divorced), Bear clan of Mishongnovi
93. NMvAfiainlwa, son of 91; wife, Butterfly clan of Mishongnovi
94. QomdwisiomA, son of sister of 91, wife, (divorced), Corn clan of Mishong-

novi
95. Hincoho, brother of 8; wife, Cloud clan of Shungopavi

CLAN AND MATERNAL LINEAGE
Doctor A. A. Goldenweiser has drawn & useful distinction between

the maternal family and the clan of the Iroquois.' In aboriginal theory
no distinction is drawn, i.e., the clan members are conceived as the
descendants of a single ancestress, as blood-kin. However, it is not
possible to prove the actual kinship of clan-mates except in a limited
number of clans, and according to Doctor Goldenweiser's estimate the
Iroquois clan of the seventeenth century embraced from two to five
maternal families, i.e., distinct matrilineal stocks. These units were
nameless, yet functioned none the less clearly in Iroquois life. Though
in native theory offices were associated with clans, an objective investiga-
tion shows that they were primarily connected with the maternal family,
and only when the list of blood-kindred through the same ancestress was
exhausted did the title pass to one of the other maternal families of the
clan.

On my first visit to the Hopi in 1915 I arrived at the conclusion that
the clans of the First Mesa were in reality maternal families differing
from those of the Iroquois mainly in bearing names. This impression I
conveyed in my reports from the field to Doctors Wissler and Goddard.
For example, I wrote as follows:

I have two nascent ideas. One is that the clans are really what Goldenweiser
among the Iroquois calls a "maternal family." The number of members in those
clans of which I have so far attempted a census is surprisingly small and all seem to be
related. Now this obviously differs widely from a clan in which many members can-
not trace blood-kinship. Secondly, certain statements seem to indicate that clan-
ship depends somewhat on ownership of certain houses, but on that point I am less
positive.2

lSummary Report of the GTeological Survey, Canada, for the Calendar Year 1913, 368 seq.
'Letter of June 26, 1915.
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The following summer, however, I re-visited the First Mesa and also
took a careful census of Mishongnovi and Shipaulovi, which led me to
reject the hypothesis formed. I then wrote:-

My last year's impression that a clan represents a single maternal familv is only
partly borne out. I have just constructed some genealogical tables, which in a number
of instances reveal two distinct families, i.e., families whose informants can no longer
trace blood kinship though insisting on the clan bond.1

Since then Doctor Elsie Clews Parsons has independently arrived
at the conclusion that the Hopi clans are matrilineal groups of real blood-
kindred.

My present attitude may be summarized as follows. Of the existence
and the importance of the maternal lineage2 among the Hopi there can
be no doubt. Whenever the statement is made that a certain office or
ceremonial privilege belongs to a clan, concrete data always show that
transmission is, above all, within the narrow circle of actual blood-kin
and only secondarily extends to unrelated clansmen. The question re-
mains, however, to what extent the clans as now constituted among the
Hopi coincide with the maternal family and here the evidence varies for
different clans. I prefer to discuss the problem only for Shipaulovi and
Mishongnovi because there I took special pains to discriminate between
actual and mere clan relationship. The results are as follows, the figure
after each clan name indicating the number of distinct matrilineal
lineages, i.e., lineages between which my informants fail to discover any
bond of blood-kinship:-

Mishongnovi Shipaulovi
Clans Maternal Lineages Clans Maternal Lineages

Parrot 2 Bear 2
Kachina 1 Qalo 5
Badger 2
Bluebird 2
Bear 2
Corn 3
Butterfly 2
Cedarwood 1
Chicken-hawk 1
Squash 1
Eagle 1
Carrying-strap 1
Lizard 1
Of the thirteen Mishongnovi clans, there are thus seven which coincide

with single lineages and of the remainder the majority are composed of
'Letter of September 17, 1916.
2Since "family" has definite connotations, Gifford's term "lineage" seems preferable for a uni-

lateral group of real blood-kin.
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only two lineages. I have here cited the Cedarwood clan as in the former
category, though in my census no less than three lineages are represented.
However, only one of these groups properly represents the Mishongnovi
clan of that name, a second is represented by a sole survivor of the linked
Coyote clan of Mishongnovi,the third by Coyote immigrants from Oraibi.
Cases of this sort are not isolated among the Hopi; that is to say, in a
number of cases the union of two or more matrilineal lineages in one
clan is demonstrably due to similar factors. I am therefore inclined to
assume with Dr. Parsons that basically the Hopi clans are maternal
lineages. If I nevertheless retain the term "clans," it is because it is
preferable not to inject hypothetical elements into mere description.

The several lineages are presented in the Appendix in genealogical
form (see p. 347 seq.).

LINKED CLANS

As appears likewise from earlier accounts, the Hopi clans are linked
into larger units, which have sometimes been designated as phratries.
In this connection it is essential to distinguish between actual clans,
present or known to have become extinct within the memory of men still
living, and mere clan names associated together by native theorizers.
Professor Kroeber has shown' that distinct clans corresponding to each
and every one of the names recorded are inconceivable since such an
hypothesis would reduce the average clan to a membership of four in-
dividuals. It seems that for different reasons pairs or whole series of
designations are linked by the Hopi: sometimes the associated names
really correspond to distinct, but linked, clans; sometimes they are
regarded as distinct names for the same clan; sometimes there is no
pretense that certain of the names were ever in historic times borne by
any Hopi group, yet they are given in an enumeration of clans in asso-
ciation with the names of certain definite clans now extant. My own
data would suggest a considerably greater tendency to link clan names at
Mishongnovi than on the First Mesa, but Doctor Fewkes's lists prove
that the inclination is by no means less developed at Walpi and Sichum-
ovi. In the little village of Shipaulovi, with its two clans, of course no
linkage was to be expected.

I present herewith the lists secured at Mishongnovi and on the First
Mesa :2-

lThis series, vol. 18, 137.
21 accept several names of Doctor Fewkes's list, on the assumption that as a zoologist he was able to

make a determination of species. Thus,,my interpreter gave merely Hawk for pigeon-hawk and Chicken-
hawk, Stork for Crane, etc.

3311929.1
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Mishongnovi
1. Parrot

I < 2. Kachina
3. Raven

(4. Bear
\ 5. Carrying-strap

6. Spider
II 7. Bluebird

8. A Digging Animal
9. Bear's Eye

(10. Cedarwood-Fire
III .11. Red-headed Men

12. Coyote
(13.
14.

IV 15.
116.
k17.
(18.

V 19.
20.
21.

VI <22.
(23.

Badger
Butterfly
Tobacco
Cottontail Rabbit
Porcupine
Squash
Pigeon-hawk
Crane
Chicken-hawk
Eagle
Wild Turkey

24. Corn
VII 25. Cloud

26. Plant with yellow

blossom
(27.

VIII 28.
(29.

Lizard
Sand
Snake

First Mesa
kyAciflyam6
qatctnifiyam6
afAw6'cifiyam6
hdnifiyam6
piaqo'snyamo
ql'kyafiyamo
tc6cifiyam6
mo'yifiyam6
(wfqosifiyam6)
tAwaftyam6
qdqopnyamo
mAcifiyamo
fciflyamo
honAnifiyam6
p6wuliftyam6, pulifiyamb
pfvafiyamx6, pfpinyamo

m6fly6aftyam6

pltaftyam63
q6llifyamo
at6q'fiyam6

macfqwaiifiyam6
qwfifiyamo
qoydfiyam6
pf'k'ecfiyam61
pAtkifiyam62
sivififlyamo

q8'q6tcitiyamb
tovafiyam6
tcV"ifyam6

Kachina

Bear

Sun

Charcoal-Coyote

Badger
Butterfly
Tobacco
Cottontail Rabbit

Squash

Eagle

Cloud-Corn

Lizard

Snake
IX 530. Aliiiyam6 Horn

31. l4flyamo Flute
X 32. pfLqapnyamo Reed
XI 33. tdpnyam6 Greasewood
XII 34. Asnyamo Mustard

Although the names secured on the two Mesas coincide only in part
and though certain clans represented on one are wholly lacking on the
other, there is little positive disagreement regarding the arrangement

iThe native name given to the Corn clan at the First Mesa was qa'nyamo. The Mishongnovi term
given above is translated " Young Corn Ear " by Mr. Voth: Dorsey, George A. and Voth, H. R., "The
Mishongnovi Ceremonies of the Snake and Antelope Fraternities " (Anthropological Series, Field Colum-
bian Museum, vol. 3, no. 3, 1902), 175.

2This properly means Water-house (Dorsey and Voth, ibid., 175).
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of names common to both. In Walpi, no less than at Mishongnovi
Charcoal and Coyote, Tobacco and Cottontail, Cloud and Corn, Lizard
and Snake, Badger and Butterfly are united. The only significant differ-
ence lies in the fact that my Walpi informant separated Badger and
Butterfly from Tobacco and Cottontail, while the Mishongnovi list
groups all four together.

As regards the connection of clans the following information was
given at Mishongnovi:

An old Parrot man said he could not explain why the Parrot and
Kachina people belong together, but made an obscure remark about a
quarrel and consequent division. He could recall no case of intermarriage
between these two clans. He regards the old Kachina people as his
brothers and sisters, the younger men and women as his sister's children.
The sense of relationship extends to Kachina clansfolk of the First Mesa.
The Raven (Crow) people are said to have once lived in Mishongnovi,
but they became extinct and the Kachina clan got their land. Dorsey'
and Voth assign one of their Antelope fraternity members to three clans
at the same time, viz., the Crow, Kachina, and Cooyoko.

Concerning the second group of names it is important to note that
only the Bear, Carrying-strap, and Bluebird clans occur in the census.
The Spider and Bear's-eye clans were §aid to be extinct in Mishongnovi,
but still to be found in Oraibi, while the mo'yinyamo were not represented
in either village. It is interesting to find that Dorsey and Voth list one
member of the Snake fraternity as belonging to both the Carrying-strap
and the Bluebird clan.1

Concerning the combination of names associated in this group I was
told that the subsequent Bear clan people encountered a dead bear lying
down and, made a carrying-strap from its skin. From its sinews the
Spider made its web, while the tc6/jo2 developed from the bones when the
corpse had been reduced to a skeleton. Up one of the bones climbed the
mO'yi, a corn-eating burrowing animal smaller than the rat. Finally the
bear's eyes came out of their sockets. In consequence the people adopted
all of these names. The present Hopi do not know where this happened,
but the older people talk about it.

In the third group the Red-headed Men occur neither in Mish-
ongnovi nor in Oraibi. Dorsey and Voth assign one of their Antelope
fraternity men to both the Wood and Fire (t6vu) clans at the same time.
They also list a man of the Yellow Fox clan, which according to Fewkes's

'Dorsey and Voth, ibid., 175.
2Described as a purple bird, translated "bluebird" by Mr. Voth and Doctor Fewkes.
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data, is linked with the Q6qop. Of the Mishongnovi Coyote people the
solitary survivor in 1916, M6'fya'6', had joined the Cedarwood-Fire
clan. It is apparently one of the functions of a clan to absorb remnants
of a linked clan. As stated in the census, the q5'qopnyamo of today
include not only the surviving Mishongnovi Coyote man, but also a large
family of Oraibi immigrants originally reckoned as Coyote people.

With respect to the fourth combination of names I learned that no
Porcupine people are known to have ever lived in Mishongnovi, and that
no members of the Tobacco or Cottontail clan are now living. Luke thus
explained why he functioned in the qwdqwanto ceremony (performed at
the time of the w6'w6tcimetU), which is the property of the Cedarwood-
Fire clan: as a Badger person he is connected with tobacco and has
the privilege, inherited from a superannuated mother's brother, of offer-
ing smoke in this ritual. If he had no clansman to transmit the prerog-
ative to, he would look for a successor among his "nephews" of the sur-
viving linked Butterfly clan. Another point of interest is that the name
given to Luke's daughter, Qwftchohnima, by her father's mother's mother
refers to smoke from Indian tobacco. That is to say, the name-giver
could select a name associated not with her own clan but one linked
with it.

Of the clans associated with the Squash the Crane people had never
been seen here by my informant, but according to tradition they were
once numerous, while the Pigeon-hawks are not known to have ever dwelt
in Mishongnovi.'

In the group headed by the Chicken-hawk clan the Wild Turkey
people were quite extinct and according to another man never residents,,
while the Eagles were reduced to three male survivors, of whom one had
moved to Shungopavi, leaving the clan house in the custody of an Oraibi
Reed man. It is important to note that in Fewkes's list Eagle and Reed
are linked.

My informants did not know of any of the sivaviinyami associated
with the Corn and Cloud people ever living in Mishongnovi. Two of
Dorsey and Voth's Antelope members are assigned to the Water House
(Batki) and Cloud (Omawuu) clans simnultaneously.

Of the last group the Sand people were said to be extinct, though
once represented here; but the Snake clan found on other Mesas, while
considered related to the Lizards, never existed at Mishongnovi.

'But a Mdmajau'tW priestess of that clan from Mishongnovi is mentioned by Fewkes, J. W. and
Stephens, A. M., "The Mam-zrau-ti: A Tusayan Ceremony" (American Anthropologist, vol. 5, pp. 217-
245, 1892), 226.
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The Mustard people never existed at Mishongnovi, so far as my
informant knows.

On the first Mesa I obtained the following information:-
The Kachina clan is not linked in the Hopi villages but the Hano

people of the First Mesa combine the Cottonwood with the Kachina
people. Fewkes, however, links with the Kachina the Cottonwood,
Spruce, Blackbird, Yellow Bird, Raven, and Parrot people.

The Horn and Flute people, though not separated in my census
(they are by Fewkes), were onice distinct groups that met and joined on
their way to the Mesa. The same likewise applies to the relations of the
Badger and Butterfly people. The Snake clan was at Walpi first, next
came the Horn and Flute people. The Snake clan did not want these
to settle for fear of trouble with the newcomers, but these promised to
make rain if allowed to settle. Accordingly they were permitted to dwell
at Walpi and the Flute ceremony in part dramatizes this legendary occur-
rence. The Snake and Flute people call each other by kinship terms al-
though they are distinct.

On the other hand, Lewis Lehungwa insisted that his own clan was
at once the Corn and Cloud clan; that, in other words, these were merely
two designations for one group of people that had never been anything
but a homogeneous body. Informants of the Second Mesa, however,
declared with equal vigor that the " Corn-Cloud " folk of the First Mesa
embraced three distinct lineages; Yufiai and Nasffiain6ma are real Corn
people who emigrated from Mishongnovi; Sikyalamici and V6nci, as
well as some others, are Cloud people; and the remainder are properly
sivdfifiyamo. Luke says that when Sikyafamici and V6nci come to visit
on the Second Mesa they go to Namustiwa of the Cloud (Water-house)
people; on the other hand, Yuiiai and Nasi-nainoma visit Towan6mqa,
a Corn man. He does not recall that any of the 8ivdfifyamo have visited
the Second Mesa. This information is certainly most suggestive and
shows how desirable it is to check up data obtained in one village with
comments from natives of another.

The following remarks were made about linked clans.
The Sand-Lizard people are related to the Snake clan because on

their way to the First Mesa their children played with a snake, while the
older people made prayer offerings to it and got rain thereby. Hence the
Snake and Lizard people regard themselves as related to each other and
use kinship terms in mutual address. A Snake man would not marry a

Lizard woman. This statement was confirmed by CAlak'u, but see below.
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YAqwa, on the extinction of his own clan (given as Badger, but also
on another occasion as Grizzly which is almost certainly wrong) joined
the Butterfly people, because the Badger and the Butterfly people met in
traveling to the Hopi country.

In first speaking of his clan affiliation, Lewis described himself as an
uema'6' (Cloud) and a qao (Corn) individual, but subsequently he pre-
ferred to use the term pdtki (Water-house) in preference to the former.
In Fewkes's list these names, among others, appear as designations of
separate linked clans. In referring to his father, Lewis spoke of him as an
6sawuniwa (Mustard individual) but also as a hdcpuwiiwa (Chapparal
Cock, Fewkes). Lewis's father-in-law is both a Rabbit and a Tobacco
man.

Lewis once spoke of a Pumpkin clan (bahdtifiyamd) linked with a
Cotton clan (pic6pnyamo).

Mt¶mi made the following statement.
Long ago the people did not live on the Mesa. When some distance

from it, the Snake and Horn people were separated from the Flutes;
hence, they did not all arrive simultaneously, the Snakes and Horns
being the first clans to get here.' The children were crying, so in order
to make them cease crying their elders gave them objects they saw on
the way to play with, e.g., cactus blossoms. Calak'u told the identical
story. Thus the cactus blossom became associated with this clan ("the
cactus blossom would become a clan"). In recent times many people
have died so that only a few of Mumi's clan (snake) remain, wherefore
the Snakes, Horns and Flutes have joined the Lizards and Pumpkins.
This happened about fifty years ago.

The Water-plant and Frog people joined the Cloud and Corn people,
making four clans in all.2 There being only one Bear man left, viz.,
Qu'tqa, he joined the Sun people3 of Hano. The Snake, Flute, and Horn
people intermarry "because a snake always goes into the same hole,"
but the Corn and Cloud people do not regard it as proper to intermarry.
However, Matqto contradicted Mii'mi, saying that the Snake, Flute, and
Horn people did not intermarry.

HAaco, Qawoco, and their grandmother, CAlak'u, were really Lizard-
Sand women but the Snake men had no women to keep their houses for
them, so the people told these women to keep house for them. Thus

'Another informant said the three clans came from different places but arrived about the same time,
hence, joined for ceremonies.

2Thus Miimi, like Luke but in opposition to Lewis, regards Clouds and Corn people as distinct;
though related.

3Doctor Parsons explains that there is no such clan at Hano, but that the Hano Bear clan conducts
the Solstice ceremonies, whence obviously my informant's statement.
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they became Snake women and carl1y water for the Snake men during the
Snake ceremony. Calak'u spoke of herself as a Snake woman and is so
classed by Fewkes. According to another informant she was a survivor
of the Cactus clan and joined the Snakes.

Cupela said that his father's mother, Qoyatayo, was of the Spider
(q,i'qaii) clan, which is now quite extinct. Q(tqa's sister by another
mother was the last representative of this clan. According to Fewkes,
Qutqa himself is really of the Spider clan and of the Bear phratry,' but
this is not in agreement with my information.

Talaci's wife belonged to the Pumpkin clan originally but there
were some old Sun people who died, so the people gave her their house and
she became a Sun person, her children likewise being reckoned as Sun
people. Adam was alone and gave his house to Talaci's wife; he was no
relative of hers, only a friend.2

Most of the Tewa people are Tobacco people. The Rabbit and
Tobacco people met long ago; hence, the linking of these clans.

Calak'u said the Lizard people had no ceremonies, for this reason
they joined the Snakes. She linked the Reed, Eagle, Greasewood,
Butterfly, and Badger clans. Of these Fewkes includes the first three
(together with others) in one phratry, and the last two (with others) in
another phratry. She also linked Bear and Sun people, who were not
connected by Fewkes's informants.

TOTEMISM
As among the Zufii, the clans are associated with certain sacred

objects, corresponding to Kroeber's "fetiches." Thus, the Butterfly
clan was said to have a winged idol of cottonwood bark, the Cloud clan
masks, the Horn clan horned masks, the Snake clan a bow with a skin
tied to it, the Bear clan a small bear effigy fashioned from a hard rock, the
Kachina clan masks and idols of cottonwood in the semblance of little
children.

However, the relationship of a clan to the eponymous animal was so
irregular as hardly to merit the term "totemic." Thus, while the Butter-
fly people refrain from killing butterflies, the Rabbit people always kill
rabbits and the Bear clan kills bears. Except at the time of the Snake
dance the Snake people kill snakes, but a contrary statement was also
noted. When the Hopi were engaged in hunting coyotes, the Coyote

1Fewkes, J. Walter, "Tusayan Migration Traditions" (Nineteenth Annual Report, Bureau of
American Ethnology, part 2, Washington, 1900), 604, footnote.

2The informant apparently identifies Sun and Eagle clan, for Adam is usually referred to as an

Eagle person.
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clan at first do not participate, sayihg, "I must not hit him, he is my
uncle," but later they do not scruple about it. Men from other clans
make fun of the Coyote clan by throwing coyotes up into the air.

As noted elsewhere, the Rabbit clan has the privilege of heralding a
rabbit hunt because the Rabbit people own the rabbits. But they were
also considered owners of the deer and accordingly heralded a deer hunt
alo.

POLITICAL CLAN FUNCTIONS
Offices, both ceremonial and political-the two concepts are not

strictly separable among the Hopi-, are associated with clans through
the principle of matrilineal descent. That is to say, primarily an office
descends from brother to brother or maternal uncle to sister's son within
what Doctor Goldenweiser calls a maternal family, or what is in this
paper designated as a lineage; in the absence of matrilineal kin the
privilege devolves on an unrelated clansman; and if none such exists,
some member of a linked clan is substituted.

At Shipaulovi the chief told me that his office had always been held
by a Bear man. In Mishongnovi there was rotation of office, representa-
tives of the Bear, Cloud, and Parrot clans taking turns for about four
years each. The crier was always taken from the Cedarwood-Fire clan;
the present incumbent had been preceded by his brother. In Walpi
the herald announcing a rabbit hunt belongs to the Rabbit clan, but in
Mishongnovi I was told that the clan affiliations of this functionary are
immaterial. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the herald who acted
onSeptember fourteenth, 1916, was a Badger man, i.e., belonged to a clan
linked with the Rabbit clan, which is not now represented in this village.
On the First Mesa Tono'a, Flute clan, was chief in 1915 and 1916, and,
according to Lewis, the office had always been held by a member of that
clan.

CLANS AND CEREMONIAL ASSOCIATIONS
On the basis of Doctor Fewkes's concrete. data Professor Kroeber

has arrived at the conclusion that there is no essential bond between any
Hopi fraternity and the clan sharing its appellation or at least tradi-
tionally regarded as founder of the ceremonial organization in question.
He shows, first, that in any one association the founders are far from
numerically preponderant, all sorts of other clans being likewise repre-
sented; and, further, that the members of any particular clan largely
belong to other associations than the one supposedly preferred.1

'Kroeber, this series, vol. 18, 150-152.
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The data I obtained on the First and Second Mesa support Professor
Kroeber's general conclusion, but with the important qualification that
the preferential clan supplies the head priest and that in certain cases all
clansmen are conceived as at least potential participants in a ceremony.

My record for the Mishongnovi Snake dance should be compared
with Dorsey and Voth's,l the latter relating to the ceremony of 1901,
mine presumably to that of 1915. I obtained the following individual
names of members: Lomanaquci, Naqwaiisiwa, PullfwaiimA, and Towa-
siiwai, Lizard clan; Lomhq6wa, Carrying-strap; T6vieftyaqiomA, Corn;
Nahotiwa, Bluebird; H6mfsiima, Parrot; Sak'moniwa, Bear; HomI-
fiainiwa, Siniqwa, O"poqiomA, Cucdfiqiwh, Chicken-hawk; S(ak'letsti-
wA, Butterfly, Q6'tsv6yatumA, Coyote; Luke Q6whny6siyA, Badger;
HomIveema, Eagle; Naqwhhufluwa, Cloud.

The numerical results of the two lists are collated below:
1901 1915

Number of Individuals Clan Number of Individuals
2 Parrot 1
1 Kachina 0

0 Bear 1
3 Carrying-strap 1
1 Bluebird 1

1 Coyote 1

1 Badger 1
0 Butterfly 1

4 Eagle 1
0 Chicken-hawk 4

2 Corn 1
1 Cloud (Water-house) 1

3 Lizard (Snake) 4

1 Sun 0

1 Forehead 0

With regard to Dorsey and Voth's clan names I may point out that
they speak of a Snake clan instead of the Lizard clan, which represents
that group at Mishongnovi. One individual (7) is assigned to the Carry-
ing-strap (Head-burden band) and Bluebird clan at the-same time, while
the same individual figures as a member of only the former in my own list.
The discrepancies are further reduced if we consider that one of my
Chicken-hawks is listed by my predecessors as belonging to the linked
Eagle clan (their no. 16). The "Forehead (Kahl)" of the older roster

'Dorsey and Voth, ibid., 174 f.
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(no. 19) is manifestly not a Mishongnovi but a Shipaulovi of the qalii
clan who took part in the Snake performance of 1901. Since the Sun
(no. 14) clan is likewise unrepresented in Mishongnovi, the solitary Sun
man given by Dorsey and Voth is evidently also a native of some other
village. The paucity of Eagle and Carrying-strap dancers in 1915 is
accounted for by the practical extinction of the former clan and the
reduction of the latter, as indicated by my census.

Combining both lists, we discover that except for the Squash and
Cedarwood-Fire people all the clans have been represented in the per-
formance of the ceremony. As a matter of fact, the statement should be
limited to the Squashes, for Dorsey and Voth's Coyote man (no. 4),
who was also reckoned of that group by my informant in giving me the
Snake dancers, appears in my census as a Cedarwood-Fire individual.
Evidently the feeling of the equivalence of linked clans, especially in the
case of numerically weak ones, is very strong. It may be that some
special ceremonial function in the dance is associated with the Coyote
people and that a man who is normally classed as a Cedarwood-Fire
individual would be rather mentioned as a Coyote man in order to
suggest his possession of some ritualistic privilege.

Comparing next the individuals in the two lists, we find that cer-
tainly nine and possibly ten of the performers in 1901 also participated
in 1915. The doubtful instance is that of Dorsey and Voth's Ho-mi-
wush-yo-ma, who may or may not correspond to my Hdmiveema of the
Eagle clan. In all the other cases the differences in orthography fail to
mask an obvious identity of names.

From the facts given me relating to entrance into the Snake associa-
tion it is clear why members of all clans might be represented. Accord-
ing to Luke, who has been intimately associated with the fraternity for
years,1 men joined because the Snake chief had cured them of a swelling
of the stomach or a snake bite: their entrance was equivalent to a pay-
ment of fees. Sak'-moniwa, e.g., had been bitten by a snake and cured.
The reason for membership is thus precisely that which Professor Kroeber
found to operate in the case of the Zunii medical fraternities.2

Nevertheless, it remains a fact that at Mishongnovi the performance
of the Snake dance is in a preferential sense associated with the Lizard
clan, i.e., the chief priesthood is held by Lom-anaquci and the ceremony is
regarded as belonging to him by virtue of succession within his matriP
lineal kin. All the other dancers are not distinguished in point of rank.

'His Indian name appears in Dorsey and Voth's list (no. 20).
2Kroeber, this series, vol. 18, 157.
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At Shipaulovi, where neither Snake nor Lizard clan exists, Cikya-
letstiva of the Bear clan acted as head of the Snake fraternity and indeed
as leader in all the men's ceremonies except the wow6tco. Though
Cikyaletstiva was a member of the ww6tcimeti, the leadership in that
organization belonged to a qalo man. In the mom9jau7t6 a qdld woman
took precedence.

The constitution of the Walpi Snake societywas as follows: Qoy&-
waima, H6ofii, Nova'oi', H6nau'a, Sanna, Harold, Snake; Qakopti,
Qavoitima, Lizard; HAni, Matcoma (from Oraibi), Rabbit; Y6yowaiya,
Ammi, Taylor, Ciakale, Butterfly; Ts6yo, Lomaiamtiwa, O'yi, Kachina;
Cftaima, Leslie, HAnuwistiwa, Kwaco, Cloud-Corn; Story, Silas, Coyote;
Heo, Sikyatala, Lomra nukuca, Mustard; Afiovo, Reed; Tiw&fiaiwa
(OraibiJ, Badger; Tokwi, Flute.

Combining these numerical results with Fewkes's, we got the fol-
lowing table:-

1900 Clan 1916
1 Kachina 3

1 Firewood 0
0 Coyote 2

I Badger 1
2 Butterfly 4
2 Tobacco 0
2 Rabbit 2
9' Cloud-Corn 4

0 Lizard 2
1 Sand - 0
7 Snake 6

I Horn * 0
1 fFlute 1

2 Reed 1
7 Mustard 3

Ten individuals in Fewkes's list are readily identified with my own.
The shifting of the membership in point of clan relationship is readily
intelligible from the mode of admission. It is, however, quite clear that
the chief priesthood is vested in the Snake clan, descending in the
maternal line.

The membership of the Antelope society comprised the following:
Mimi, Aho'lla, Ye'i, H6mihuiniwa, Snake; Tso"owe, Mawa, Cloud-
Corn; Pditima, Horn; Ht'i'h, Firewood; Lalaito, Lizard. Only one

'Fewkes gives seven Cloud members of Hopi stock, one Tewa Cloud man, and one Tewa Corn
member.
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of the names in my list has an obvious equivalent in Fewkes's earlier
roster, but the clans represented coincide completely if Lizard and Sand
are equated. It should be noted that the present chief of this association
(1916) is Mtimi, who succeeded his uncle Wiki, at the head of Fewkes's
enumeration. Were Mdmi to die, I was told that the office would again
devolve on a Snake man.' Cupela was a member of this fraternity and in
1916 the vacancy created by his death had not yet been filled. I was
told that the Cloud-Corn people, assembling in the clan house (the one
occupied by Venci), would elect a successor. They wanted my inter-
preter Lewis to serve but he declined. Ti3is case illustrates, at all events,
the tendency to inherit membership from a clan member.

I did not make a census of the Mishongnovi Antelope organization.
The Flute ceremony of the Second Mesa is performed by two distinct

groups, the masilelento and the saqwdlelento, i.e., the Drab Flute and the
Blue Flute fraternities, to follow Doctor Fewkes's translation. Of these
I was told that the Blue Flute associatidn ranks higher. Both cere-
monies are celebrated in the same year and during the same period.

With regard to the Drab Flute ceremony Luke said that any one who
so wished might join, but that_the ceremony belongs to the Squash clan.
The head of the organization, O'iwlsa is a Squash man, and all the men,
women and children of the Squash clan belong to it. Further, the hus-
bands of Squash women are expected to take part except PAqavi, a Horn
man from the First Mesa, who belongs to the Blue Flute organization;
Pulllwaiima of the Lizard clan and Q6y&waitiwa of the Shipaulovi qadU
clan were mentioned specifically as performers because they had married
Squash women. On the other hand, Qwawefiqa, a Badger woman, and
her children seem to belong to tie society because her husband Rudolf
is of the Squash clan. The remaining imembers whose names were
obtained are: Sak'moniwa, Masaiamisl, and Bear; H6mffiainlva and
Siniqwa, Chicken-hawk; Tawaiaun6maf, Butterfly; Q6yatayo and
Sfwon6, Cloud; Homfveema, Eagle.

The Blue Flute ceremony is associated with the Parrot clan: Qwd-
vioma of that clan is chief, and all the men, women, and children partici-
pate. On the other hand, Luke has not seen the Parrot women's hus-
bands in the dance. Cik'Anaqav6 and Namistiwa, both Cloud men,
as well as Pdqavi, Horn clan of the First Mesa, are members. Though
the people of Shipaulovi have a Flute ceremony of their own, they help
in the performance of this ritual and the Blue Flute people of Mishong-

lOn a later visit Doctor Parsons actually learned that a Snake man, number 5, in my clan census,
had become chief of the organization.
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novi reciprocate. The Shipaulovi Blue Flute people who thus assisted
their Mishongnovi colleagues included Hcmfhoflova and Lomiventiwa
of the Bear clan; K'ajo and KAcowonqa of the qaki clan; Yociima,
whose name I do not find in my census list.

On the First Mesa there is only one Flute fraternity, of which (in
1916) To*no'a is head priest. He is also chief of the First Mesa villages.
According to Lewis, the men who rank next to him in the fraternity are
H6o ii, Snake clan; Qitqa, Bear clan; Tc6o"we and Lewis Le' hofiwa
himself, Cloud-Corn clan. On August fourteenth to sixteenth, 1916 I
was permitted to attend part of the secret ritual of the fraternity in the
presence of the above-named officials of the organization, Tc6o'we being
away part of the time herding sheep and his nephew Lewis acting as a
substitute during his absence. On the evening of the fifteenth Hani
appeared in the Flute house. He formerly used to play the flute during
the last day's ceremony, but is now too old to serve and instructed two
Flute men in the art. As a member of the Tobacco clan it would also
have been his duty to fill the pipes for the ceremonial smoking in the
afternoon of the same day, but he was not there and Lewis acted as a
substitute.

I was strongly impressed with the connection between office in the
fraternity and membership in certain clans. The only contradictory
evidence is that T6no'a succeeded his father as chief priest. His father,
however, was said to have been of the linked Horn clan, which may
explain the anomaly.' All the other data are in harmony with the usual
Hopi conceptions. Thus, COpela, Corn-Cloud, who figures in Fewkes's
earlier list was succeeded by his own brother, Maqiwa, or according to
another statement by Sftaima of the same clan; and it was quite clear
that Lewis was treated as a sort of apprentice or understudy of his
maternal uncle, Tco"we. If Hlofii had been away his place would have
been taken by another Snake man. Since Qitqa is the sole survivor of
the Bear clan, W6'n6't6, Reed clan, was spoken of as his successor because
of the affiliation of these clans, which, incidentally, is not otherwise
vouched for. On another occasion I was told that the Flute men, one
Flute boy2 and two Flute girls would take part. Silas and his uncle,
Kachina clan, also belong to the fraternity. At the last day's rite Mimi,
Snake clan, and W6'nito, Reed clan, acted as guards, armed with bow
and arrow and whirled bull-roarers. In their absence Corn-Cloud men
would have acted as substitutes.

'Another statement indicates that it was not his own father, but merely a man addressed by that
term, which might be applied to one's sponsor in initiation.

2As a matter of fact, two small boys participated in the rite at the spring on August twenty-second.
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Towards the end of the Flute ceremony a woman put something
into Qitqa's bower, presumably some food. This woman was of the
Reed clan, to which this privilege properly belongs. Quitqa had several
offices in virtue of his being the sole living Bear man. Since it was im-
possible for him to fill all of them, he appointed delegates. Thus, a man
sitting on a rock dominating the spring at which the Flute fraternity
assembled on the last day was of the Badger clan. Formerly Quitqa had
appointed a Kachina man for this office, but since this individual was
afflicted with sore eyes Quitqa chose a now substitute. Snake people,
such as "Harry Cupela " (Qoya'waima), participate in the Flute ceremony
because the Flute and Snake people came from the same region, viz.,
the northeast.

Comparison with Fewkes's partial list does not reveal any
fundamental differences in point of clan affiliation. T&'no'a (Flute),
Mimi and Hdoili (Snake), Hani (Tobacco), W6'n6t6 (Reed) were mem-
bers in 1900, Cuipela (Cloud-Corn) has been succeeded by a clansman.
The only discrepancy lies in the mention of two Mustard members
by Fewkes, that clan being unrepresented in my list. The absence of the
Bear clan in Fewkes's record cannot be taken as significant because it is
avowedly incomplete.

On the wo'wotcimetU Voth makes the following statement:-
Every Hopi man or boy is at one time or other initiated into one of the following

four fraternities: Agave (Kwan); Horn (AhZ); Singers (Tataokani); or Wowochimtu
(meaning obscure); by this membership he becomes a member of the Soyal fraternity.
He can belong to any two of the above named four fraternities, but his initiation into
one of them is an absolute condition for his membership in the Soyal Society. To
other societies, such as the Snake, Flute, Morau, etc., even to more than one he may
belong, whether he is a member of one of those four fraternities or not.'

However this may be, the w6'wbtcimet6 of Mishongnovi have two
chiefs of equal rank,-Mi'nya'&' (Coyote) and Oiunsa (Squash). These
two have been leaders as far as Luke can recollect and the rule of succes-
sion is that the leaders appoint their successors from among members
of their own clan. . The remaining members in 1916 were given by Luke
as follows: Homfveema and Sikyafamtiwa, Eagle; Sak'm6niwa, Bear;
Hmf1inainIva, Talasy6usiya', Sf(y) estiwh, Chicken-hawk; Sak'oletstiwa,
QbwhnoheftiwA, Butterfly; Talasw6hioma, Thveyousiya, Squash;
Ky6llhufiawa, Sikyahuyioma, Luke, Badger; Masam6niwa, Q6tsqwaf-
tiwa, Corn; H6misiima, Parrot; Q6ts6v6yau.umA, Cedarwood; S!'w6ni,
Cloud (?); Masalisiwa, Butterfly (?); HomiletstiwA, ?.

'Dorsey; George A. and Voth, H. R., "The Oraibi Soyal Ceremony," (Anthropological Series, Field
Columbian Museum, vol. 3, no. 1, 1901), 9.
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On the First Mesa Hani is chief of this organization. He is com-
monly spoken of as the oldest Rabbit man, but was explained to be really
the sole survivor of the linked Tobacco clan. Twenty years ago he does
not seem to have been even an ordinary member from Doctor Fewkes's
census, though the Tobacco and the Rabbit clan were represented by one
and two mnen respectively.'

The Lalaq6nto society of the First Mesa is associated with the
Corn-Cloud clan, all of whose women are members. Though this is
primarily a women's association, men participate in some measure,
joining in the songs and sleeping outside the Horn kiva to guard the
female members who sleep in it during the period of the ceremony.
The following male members were mentioned by name: Sftaima, Hiinu-
wistiwa, Tc6'awe, Sakwistiwa (Cloud-Corn); Sfinna, Novaoi', (Snake);
QwAco (Cloud-Corn); Taliapojo, Ni'tiuma (Flute); M'awa (Cloud-Corn);
Monna (Mustard); Na'i (Reed); Sammi (Coyote), Letayo (Rabbit).
The following are the female members: V6nci, Yunfia, Noma'pi, Sikya-
aimici, Nasifiainm6'a, Qo'ya, Lnamana, Qotshainoma, Ptlli, Ldsi,
Pufiyayamqa, N6'misi, Tcf'a and her daughter Maggie, Maqiwa (Cloud-
Corn); Homfsi, Talan'wefiqa, To'wa2 (Horn); Masan6mqa and her
daughter Selma, Sikyayansi, Sikyfaletsi, Q!ahaiya, Hunfiqa, Homfta,
Qoyahufiunoma (Flute); Nowanfiain6ma (Charcoal); Lefiaino6ma,
Towewa.isi, Jane; Ltfiaisi, Cikyha'tsia, Maciwoli (Coyote); Qfwtn6-
monoma, Q1le, S6wfhunfun-'ma, Na'pi, Qo'iyavi, Talasqwavi (Lizard);
CidwWWte3, Lewis's wife, (Kachina); Ptlli.ici, Tfwftfiain6ma, Tallawa
(Mustard); Towewamqa, Towe', Sfh6mn6ma (Rabbit); S6wiqwavi,
S6wihufiundma4 (Butterfly). To this enumeration was added the state-
ment that all the Tewa (Hano) women participated. V6nci and Homisi
are the leaders of the society.

It is interesting to note that while in my census Horn and Flute
people were merged, they were enumerated separately in this list of
Lalaq6nta members.

Respecting other ceremonial functions connected with clan member-
ship I learned that the chief of the Bean ceremony (powamu, powamaya)
is Sf'qova, Kachina clan, the office belonging to his clan. Luke, Badger
clan, has the office of giving smoke to the Farewell (niman) Kachina
dancers. Since he has inherited it from a maternal uncle, the presump-
tion is that the privilege is associated with their clan. On the First Mesa

1Fewkes, Tusayan Migration Traditions, 628.
2His name was given as "Flute and Horn."
'A Zufli woman.
4Given as " Butterfly and Weasel."
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the powdmaya was also said to be in the charge of a Kachina man as
priest, the incumbent in 1916- being Lomafamtiwa. The privilege of
whipping children at initiation properly belongs to the Rabbit and the
Badger clan, but the incumbents may delegate their authority. In 1916
Q6tcamoca (Rabbit) and Mufii (Badger) were Walpi whippers. At
Walpi, Cupela was chief of the Soyal ceremony and was succeeded by his
own brother, MAk'iwa. The position of the sun, on which the time of
ceremonies depends, is determined by Sftaima of the Corn-Cloud clan.

At Walpi, Qitqa and his uncle (?) are in charge of the Horn kiva;
Sakwistiwa of the qwdqwanta, HAni of the mutnkiva, Mom6i of the w6tcima.
These four are chiefs of the Harvest ceremony and decide when it should
be held. Only HAni and M6moi know how to cure and they differ from
professional doctors in treating people only on this ceremonial occasion.



APPENDIX

The following genealogies from Mishongnovi and Shipaulovi
bring out the actual blood relationships so far as I was able to determine
them. Where the results conflict with statements in the clan census, the
genealogies are more authentic, for reasons already indicated (p. 307).
In the interests of clarity I have eliminated as many individuals as
possible who are not clan members, e.g., all husbands when the unions
are without issue. Members of the clan or lineage in question who were
dead in 1916 or for some other reason were not listed in the census are
designated by the initial letters of the alphabet; non-members appear
as X with subscript.
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MISHONGNOVI
PARROT CLAN

Lineage 1

A=X1 B=X2
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Lineage 2
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BEAR CLAN

Lineage 2

22 A =X1

X2= 39

40

According to the census there should be two children of 40. Possibly
there has been some confusion of these with the unnumbered children of 39 in
the above genealogy.

CARRYING-STRAP CLAN

x1=1

3 4

10 A =X2

95=X3 7=X4

6 8

TCO 'CU CLAN

Lineage 1

X1-A 20

B=X2 1=X3 11

I
29 16=Xs-5 6 7 8 9 2=XA

17 18 3 4
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TCO'CU CLAN

Lineage 2

X1 =A

X2=B 21

22

The genealogy was given separately from that for Lineage 1, but the distinctness
of the two lines is not certain. The clan list gives 21 as a brother of 20 and makes 22
a nephew of 20. A's name was given as KyAcow6nisi, B's as To'wa.

CEDARWOOD-FIRE CLAN

I I ~ ~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~I.1 1I1
4 1=X1 A=X2 5=X3 15 16 11=X4 17

; !~~~~~~~~I
2 3 6 7 8 9 10 19 13 14

According to Luke and his wife, only 1 and her kin belong to the clan proper.
The others in the clan list are Coyote people, 22 being the only Coyote survivor of
Mishongnovi, the rest Coyote immigrants from Oraibi.

BADGER CLAN

Lineage 1

X1=A B=X2

I II
Xs =D 10 C =x3

9} ]3E=X6 1=X7 5 =X4

7 2 3 4 6

7 was originally given as daughter of 5, later as daughter of sister of 9. The latter
seems more likely correct.
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BADGER CLAN

Lineage 2

X1=A

B =X2

I
C=X3 11 12
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13 14

BUTrERFLY CLAN

Lineage 1

23 A =X1

X5=8 13=X2 B=X3
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BUTTERFLY CLAN

Lineage 2

X1=1

I X
26 2=X2

3 4 5 6 7

SQUASH CLAN

A =X1

X2=1

I
1'2 13 X3-7
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SA(4LE CLAN

C =X1

* ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~I
A=X2 1

l
2 B=X3

3

CORN CLAN

Lineage 1

20 26 A=X1 B =X2

25 C=X3

21 =X4

22 23
The clan list affiliates this lineage with others, 21 being reckoned a sister of 14.

CORN CLAN

Lineage 2

24 1=XI X2=12

2 3 4 5 X3-6 13 10 11

7 8 9
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X2 = 14

15 16

CORN CLAN

Lineage 3

0

Al = 17

18
18

CLOUD CLAN

1=Xl A=X2 B=X3 14

X5=C X4=2 S 17 15 16 12

9 10 11 13 3 4 5 6 7

LIZARD CLAN

Lineage 1

1 =Xi

X2=9 10 9=X3

3 4 6 7 8

The clan list asigns 5 to this, lineage, making him a son of 1. Luke thinks there
is no family bond.
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LIZARD CLAN

Lineage 2

A =X1

I I
11 5

SHIPAULOVI
BEAR CLAN

Lineage 1

B=X1 C=X2

X4=1 3=X5 12 11

2 6

D=X3

13 E=X6

4 5 7 8 9 10

BEAR CLAN

Lineage 2

15X=A
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:
X4=34 D=.
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X7=35 43 44 40=X6 39

36 37 41 42 38

L6 CLAN

neage 2

B =X2

X5

C =X3

4 47
45 46 47

QALd CLAN

Lineage 3

X1 = 64
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